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OVERVIEW

 THE STORY OF KARL MARX (1819-1883) AND HIS WORK

 THE STRUCTURE OF CAPITAL  

 INTERPRETATIONS OF CAPITAL AND MY TAKE IN THIS SERIES

 FIRST READINGS: HISTORICAL PRECONDITIONS AND RESULT OF THE 
CAPITALIST MODE OF PRODUCTION



MARX’S INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES

• German Philosophy (Hegel, his followers and critics);                                                                
French Socialism (Proudhon); British Political Economy (Smith, Ricardo)

• History has a logic

• Sense of dialectics

• from alienation of proletariat to critique of political economy  

• Historical materialism and revolutionary dialectics: centrality of social labour
• main stages combination of the social relations and forces of production

• the fundamental mainspring of the capitalist mode of production

• revolutionary subject - to overcome the current stage

• Marx goes beyond the limits of the ‘bourgeois horizon’ in thought and action

• Communist Manifesto: revolutionary agency, Proletarians and Communists

Source: Raul Peck (2017) The Young Marx



POLITICAL EXPERIENCES: 
TWO AND A HALF CYCLES OF 
PREPARATION AND ACTION

• First cycle ‘early Marx’
• Immanent critique, beyond philosophy to theoretically guided conscious action
• Revolutionary journalism, 1848 revolutions and their defeat 

• Second cycle mature Marx
• 1850s critical study of political economy and analytical journalism
• 1860s international workingmen’s association; disruption and defeat
• Rebellions against British colonialism Ireland, India; civil wars in US and France

• Third cycle ‘late Marx’, ‘last Marx’
• 1870s Germany correspondence, wider ethnographic studies and especially Russia

First International Musto 2020



THE GENESIS OF 
CAPITAL’S CORE 

CONCEPTS

• Cotton imports (enslaved labour) and the proletariat (wage-labour) (Engels, 1845)

• The commodity as both use-value and exchange-value (1847)

• Surplus-value - Grundrisse (1857) and A Contribution to the Critique of Political 
Economy (1859)

• Prices of production (profit) and land rent as surplus-profit (1863) 

• Crises (1857, 1866)

Source: 
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/mers
eyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/100-cotton

Source: The Mill, Channel 4



SEQUENCE OF WRITING AND PUBLISHING 
CAPITAL 

• 1863 suspends 6 volume plan (labour, state, foreign trade etc)
• Drafts of Vol 1, Vol 2, Vol 3 1863-1865 – 3 volumes as a whole
• Volume 1 published 

• German 1867
• Second German Edition 1873
• French 1872-75

• Marx works intermittently on vol 3 
• Engels edits 

• Volume 2 1885
• Volume 3 1894 

• Kautsky edits ‘fourth volume’ Theories of Surplus Value 1905

Source: 
https://mronline.org/2020/01/17
/marx-on-british-politics-and-cab-
drivers/



QUESTIONS FOR YOUR REFLECTION 
AND DISCUSSION

•WHY DID MARX WRITE CAPITAL?

•WHY ARE WE (RE) READING IT?
• (KOHAN, 2013 HERE)



STRUCTURE OF CAPITAL:  CHALLENGES

• Linear exposition of a complex whole: totality and its parts

• Marx did not signpost his argument

• Master of multiple levels of abstraction (Ollman, 2003)

• What are they for? relations, processes and also forms 

• Strong influence of Hegel’s Science Of Logic : 

• Distinct but not separate elements

• Essence vs appearance: inner relation with necessary outer form…

• …that expresses, yet disguises

• Departures from Hegel (Capital is not a homology): 

• Dual subject in antagonistic relation of contradiction

• Capital dominant but limited self-movement due to systemic contradictions

“Marx himself used a method 
inspired by Hegel, in which he 
tried to sink his thoughts into 
the subject-matter so deeply 
that he could see the subject-
matter not from the point of 
view of a consciousness alien to 
the subject-matter but through 
its own logic.”  Ehrbar 2010 xxii

Source: https://www.mapotapo.com/blog/mind-
the-gender-gap-how-can-we-make-the-climbing-
community-more-inclusive



WHAT’S IN A NAME?  
• CAPITAL: A CRITIQUE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 

• VOLUME 1: The Process of Production of Capital OR
Critical Analysis of Capitalist Production

• i.e. simultaneous deconstruction of the capitalist 
mode of production and of its theoretical presentation

• Capital - what about labour? that capital exploits and 
dominates – capital as relation, process, form

 VOLUMES: PRODUCTION, CIRCULATION, AS A WHOLE

• good summary opening paragraph Volume 3

• incomplete against initial plan, but there is a unity to three 
volumes as they stand 

• (plus Theories Of Surplus Value)Source: https://lifehacker.com/discover-what-
indigenous-land-you-re-on-with-this-app-1844750369



THE MAIN SUBDIVISIONS OF VOLUME 1 

 Volume 1A:  THE BECOMING OF CAPITAL
 value and exchange-value (value-form) 

 commodities and money – simplified commodity production and 
circulation

 parts 1 and 2 value and its forms - commodity, money, capital – that 
lead towards a ‘logical’ genesis of the capital labour relation

 Volume 1B: MARX’S THEORY OF THE PRODUCTION OF SURPLUS-
VALUE AND ITS ACCUMULATION
 Four middle sub-divisions: Parts 3 to 7

 Volume 1C: HISTORICAL GENESIS (PLUS…)

 Part 8 historical genesis (and destiny) of capitalist mode of production

 Odd add-ons?

 Chapter 33: Colonialism and Wakefield

 Results of the Immediate Process of Production

Source: (Lenin (1915: 319)

** Surplus-value



CAPITAL 1A: SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCTION AND CIRCULATION

Money as 
capital:     M-
C-M’

Concrete/ 
abstract 
labour; social 
necessary 
labour time

Exchange 
form C-M-C

Money as 
measure of 
value; money                         
commodity

Exchange-
value in 
relation to...

Commodity 
as  use-
value/ 
exchange-
value

Commodity 
fetishism 

CONTRADICTION

INITIAL
APPEARANCE

ACTUALISATION: ACTUAL OR REAL 
APPEARANCE

ESSENCE

Forms of 
money

Exchange 
process

NECESSARY APPEARANCE –
MANIFESTATION OF ESSENCE



CAPITAL 1B: THE PRODUCTION AND ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS-VALUE



STRUCTURE OF VOLUME 2: CIRCULATION (APPEARANCE, CAPITAL AS PROCESS)
- UNIVERSAL, PARTICULAR, SINGULAR

(Moseley, 2014:118)



CAPITAL 1B: UNIVERSALITY PARTICULARITY SINGULARITY

Caveat: better 
translation for 
‘universal’ would be 
the more historically 
limited ‘general’



THE THREE VOLUMES: SCHEMATIC STRUCTURE

Adapted from 
(Arthur,2005)



DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTENT
• There is a movement in each volume of Capital: from a 

contradiction that sublates from its initial determination 
through particular mediations to the movement of the 
whole.

• Volume 1A relates to Volumes 2 and 3 (as well as Vol 1).

• The commodity goes through successive determinations of 
the relation between content and form (value and 
exchange-value).  Also crisis and fetishism.

• Volume 2: value-form becomes capital-form.

• Volume 3: the transformation of surplus-value into profit as 
the NECESSARY APPEARANCE of capitalism’s essential 
relation, then the ACTUALISED FORMS of profit 
(commercial, interest, rent)

• But assumptions of equality have been made all along the 
way... that need to be addressed.

• Commodities as the bearers of:
• value as abstracted social labour 

• value, as the product of exploited 
wage-labour c+v+s

• capital 

• equalised profit

• surplus-profit

• Determinations that shift the 
relation between value and 
exchange-value until ‘false social 
value’



INTERPRETATIONS OF CAPITAL: MY TAKE

ABOVE PLUS

• Develop the concepts across three volumes 
to include inequality and labour super-
exploitation theoretically 

• Marini and Jaffe done this for Volume 2
• Debate how in Volume 1
• Needed for Volume 3
• Engage and learn from literatures relating 

oppression to exploitation
• Rethink the ‘transformation problem’ for 

international unequal exchange
• Re-prioritise rent theory as highly significant

• Surplus-profit bridge to theory of imperialism

THIS COURSE

- Format 
o Monthly lectures: 45-50 mins
o Weekly reading group 15-20 pages

- Readings in CSSGJ handout
o Selective, especially in the preparatory 

works
o Most of the advanced reading is on 

logic, dialectical method, structure - a 
lot of contemporary debate 

o Neglects social history aspects main part 
of Volume 1 - give more lecture by 
lecture



OTHER INTERPRETATIONS
• Harvey good communicator and promoted the need to study Capital. Critiques ‘volumeoneitis’ but

o Makes some serious mistakes (on machines and surplus-value, hydrology metaphor, on Volume 3A etc…)

o ‘volumetwoitis’, focus in on capital as process and surplus capital, leads to policy fixes

o pace Lenin, turned to spatial fix alternative, preferred Luxemburg, then ejects imperialism as concept

• Heinrich arguing version of value-form position vs substantialist (next time)

o ‘First two parts of volume 1 it is’, value and exchange value, abstract labour; need to get to surplus-value!

o Like Harvey denies significance of transformation problem and the tendency of the rate of profit to fall.

• Fine and Saad-Filho; Choonara (and Callinicos) left orthodoxy 

o Defend centrality of class exploitation and surplus-value

o Aware of value-form and money

o Defend (rather weakly) Marx’s transformation solution, and the tendency of the rate of profit to fall

o But oppose dependency theory, value transfers, labour super-exploitation as general concept 

• All deny significance of labour super-exploitation – but see Claudia Jones, Marini, Smith, Cope



WHAT HARVEY’S MANOEUVRE MISSES... • Volume 3A: the articulation of production and 

circulation through profit rate

• Hence, the determinacy of crisis – deepening 

of the general law of accumulation

• Instead surplus capital in circulation becomes 

the contradiction – not the social relations of 

production (policy, distribution, social 

democratic reading)



BIBLIOGRAPHY  in the CSSJG handout plus

STRUCTURE, METHOD, 
LOGIC

• Arthur, Chris (2005) ‘Reply to Critics’ Historical 
Materialism, 13(2) 

• Basso, Pietro (2019) ‘Had Capital been written today’ in 
Musto, Marcel Marx’s Capital After 150 Years

• Hanzel, Igor (2010) ‘Mistranslations of “Schein” And 
“Erscheinung”: The Structure of Chapter 1 of Capital, 
Volume I’ Science & Society, 74(4)

• Dafermos, Manolis (2021) ‘Rethinking The Relationship 
Between Marx’s Capital and Hegel’s Science of Logic: 
The Tradition of Creative Soviet Marxism’ Capital & 
Class

• Lenin, V.I. (1961[1915]) ‘Plan of Hegel’s Dialectics 
(Logic)’ in Collected Works, 38

• Moseley, Fred (2014) ‘The Universal And The Particulars 
In Hegel’s Logic And Marx’s Capital’ In Moseley, Fred 
And Smith, Tony (Eds) Marx's Capital And Hegel's Logic

LABOUR SUPER-EXPLOITATION
• Basso, Pietro (2020) ‘Migration’ in Musto, Marcel The Marx Revival: Key Concepts 

and New Interpretations

• Cope, Zac (2019) The Wealth of (Some) Nations: Imperialism and the Mechanics 
of Value Transfer

• Higginbottom, A. (2012) ‘Structure and Essence in Capital and the Stages of 
Capitalism’ Journal of Australian Political Economy, 70

• Jaffe, Hosea (1978) La Plusvalía Oculta Zero SA: Bilbao

• Jones, Claudia (1949) An End To The Neglect Of The Problems Of The Negro 
Woman https://stars.library.ucf.edu/prism/467/

• Latimer, Amanda (2021) ‘Super-exploitation, the Race to the Bottom, and the 
Missing International’ in The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Imperialism and Anti-
imperialism. 

• Marini, Ruy Mauro various at http://www.marini-escritos.unam.mx/

• Smallwood, Stephanie (2017) ‘What Slavery tells us about Marx’ in Johnson, 
Walter with Keller, Robin (Editors) Race, Capitalism, Justice

• Smith, John (2016) Imperialism in the 21st Century: Globalization, Super-
exploitation, And Capitalism's Final Crisis



PART 8: SO-CALLED PRIMITIVE ACCUMULATION (EXCERPT)
CHAPTER 26 THE SECRET OF PRIMITIVE ACCUMULATION

The historical ‘point of departure’ for the capitalist mode 
of production. Against the apologetic narrative of 
original sin, the nursery rhymes in defence of property, 
Marx contrasts:

• “In actual history, it is a notorious fact that conquest, 

enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force, play the 

greatest part. In the tender annals of political economy, 

the idyllic reigns from time immemorial. Right and 

'labour' were from the beginning of time the sole means 

of enrichment, 'this year’ of course always excepted. As 

a matter of fact, the methods of primitive accumulation 

are anything but idyllic” (p874)

Questions:
• What transforms money and commodities 

(the means of production and subsistence) 
into capital?

• In what two senses are ‘free workers’ free?

• What does ‘the capital-relation presuppose’ 
(is it one condition or two)?

• What is the basis of the change from feudal 
exploitation to capitalist exploitation?

• What is Marx’s leading example?



CHAPTER 31 : THE GENESIS OF THE INDUSTRIAL CAPITALIST

“The discovery of gold and silver in America, 
the extirpation, enslavement and entombment 
in mines of the indigenous population of that 
continent, the beginnings of the conquest and 
plunder of India, and the conversion of Africa 
into a preserve for the commercial hunting of 
black skins, are all things which characterize 
the dawn of the era of capitalist production. 
these idyllic proceedings are the chief moments 
of primitive accumulation. Hard on their heels 
follows the commercial war of the European 
nations, which has the globe as its battlefield. 
it begins with the revolt of the Netherlands 
from Spain, assumes gigantic dimensions in 
England’s anti-Jacobin war, and is still going on 
in the shape of the opium wars against China, 
etc.” (p915)

• Where and when did ‘the different moments of primitive 
accumulation’ come together, and what were they?

• What examples are given of the ‘Christian colonial system’?

• Under what modality was the treatment of indigenous 
populations ‘at its most frightful’?  (three types of colony are 
identified)

• Discuss “Today, industrial supremacy brings with it commercial 
supremacy. In the period of manufacture it is the reverse: 
commercial supremacy produces industrial predominance.”

• What was the role of the national debt?  what institutions did 
it give rise to?

• What was the system of protection?

• What were the characteristicss of the ‘period of 
manufacture’?



Chapter 32: The Historical Tendency Of Capitalist Accumulation
“Along with the constant decrease in the number of 
capitalist magnates, who usurp and monopolize all 
the advantages of this process of transformation, the 
mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation and 
exploitation grows; but with this there also grows the 
revolt of the working class, a class constantly 
increasing in numbers, and trained, united and 
organized by the very mechanism of the capitalist 
process of production. The monopoly of capital 
becomes a fetter upon the mode of production which 
has flourished alongside and under it. The 
centralization of the means of production and the 
socialization of labour reach a point at which they 
become incompatible with their capitalist integument. 
This integument is burst asunder. The knell of capitalist 
private property sounds. The expropriators are 
expropriated.” (p929)

Questions
• What ‘is the foundation of small-scale 

industry’?

• Advantages, disadvantages of small-scale 
industry?

• What is it supplanted by?

• What is meant by ‘the centralization of 
capitals’? 

• What does capitalist production beget?

• Do you agree with the general sense of these 
chapters? (what is Marx calling for, affirming)?



SOME REFLECTIONS, MORE 
GENERAL DISCUSSION

• Chapters 27-30 explore class struggles in agriculture, more on 
the internal. The chapters we have looked at emphasise the 
external moments.

• Marx borrows from Volume 3 (on the centralization of capital) 
to emphasise the historical end point of the capitalist mode of 
production (the argument is not yet fully developed in Volume 1)

• What about the State’s role?

• What was the gender dimension of these processes?

• In what sense is the primitive accumulation of capital a historical 
period prior to, or ongoing within, the capitalist mode of 
production?

• Can we distinguish between the looting of societies external to 
European capitalism; and through enslavement the initial, violent 
production of surplus-value in plantations?

• Are there modes of colonial capitalist exploitation that started 
in mercantile period and extend beyond it?
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• Roberts, William Clare (2020) ‘What Was Primitive Accumulation?’ 
European Journal Of Political Theory 19(4)

• Rodney, Walter (1973) How Europe Underdeveloped Africa

• Tomich, Dale (2016) Slavery In The Circuit Of Sugar: Martinique And 
The World-economy, 1830-1848.

• Williams, Eric (2022 [1944]) Capitalism and Slavery



FIRST ‘HOMEWORK’

• INDIVIDUAL STUDY CHAPTERS 26, 31, 32

• CSSGJ READING GROUP STARTS 22 FEBRUARY

• (OR YOUR OWN GROUP THAT WEEK)

• THE FIRST READING GROUP SHOULD

• WALK THROUGH CHAPTERS 26, 31, 32

• AGREE NORMS FOR HOW TO WORK AS A 

GROUP

• INCLUDING FEEDBACK TO LECTURES?

PROGRAMME
• LECTURE 21 FEBRUARY

• VOLUME 1, CHAPTER 1

• THEN WEEKLY READING GROUP 

• 1 MARCH SECTIONS 1.1, 1.2

• 8 AND 15 MARCH SECTION 1.3

• 22 MARCH SECTION 1.4

• LECTURE 21 MARCH 

• VOLUME 1, CHAPTERS 2 AND 3

• THEN WEEKLY READING GROUP 

• 29 MARCH CHAPTER 2, AND SO ON…

CONTINUING ON…


